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The Dual Standard-An Overview
"It is said that history does not repeat itself. That's very foolish. The history of our
planet is made up of successive voids and of the ruins that others have strewn about as
they each had their turn, and that some have at times regenerated.
"For the West is empty, even if it has not yet become really aware of it. An
extraordinarily inventive civilization, surely the only one capable of meeting the challenges
of the third millennium, the West has no soul left. At every level- nations, races, cultures,
as well as individuals-it is always the soul that wins the decisive battles. It is only the soul
that forms the weave of gold and brass from which the shields that save the strong are
fashioned. I can hardly discern any soul in us.'' Jean Raspail, author of Camp of the Saints.
That quote from Jean Raspail is so poignant and so true. There is only one reason why
our beloved nation has lost its soul. It is because we have given up our close relationship
with Jesus Christ. It was Christianity that forged the European nations out of wilderness. It
was Christianity that created the United States. When we collectively allow any belief or
system to remove or otherwise deny the Christian principles from our system of
government, we will have lost our soul as a nation. That has already been accomplished.
Mainline Christianity in America has become a toothless tiger. It has become masochistic
in that the churches seem to be deriving great pleasure in assuming guilt for something for
which they are not responsible. This malady has so completely consumed the once Christian
America that the entire fabric of our society has been corrupted. The word malady has two
meanings: 1. A sickness of the body and, 2. A moral defect or corruption. Mainline
Christianity, and thus America, possesses both definitions.
What is that guilt and how did it develop? Christianity has assumed the responsibility for
all of the oppressions against the Jews, Blacks and the Hispanics of the world from whatever
source, real or imaginary. This has created a situation where a minority portion of society is
allowed to do anything it wants with near total impunity while the majority of society suffers
in silence and the Christian churches love to have it so. This enigma has penetrated every
facet of our lives, from the government at the highest level to the discussions in the local
coffee shops. The paradox can even be seen in the affairs of the Oklahoma City bombing.
This issue of the Intelligence Newsletter is dedicated to presenting information and
examples, which can be used as teaching guides for those who want to be a part in the
remaking of this once great Christian Republic.
The Apostle Paul said: "For a bishop must be blameless, as the steward of God; not
selfwilled, not soon angry, not given to wine, no striker, not given to filthy lucre; But a lover
of hospitality, a lover of good men, sober, just, holy, temperate;
"Holding fast the faithful word as he hath been taught, that he may be able by sound
doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. For there are many unruly and vain

talkers and deceivers, specially they of the circumcision: Whose mouths must be stopped,
who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake.
"One of themselves, even a prophet of their own, said, The Cretians are always liars,
evil beasts, slow bellies. This witness is true. Wherefore rebuke them sharply, that they
may be sound in the faith; Not giving heed to Jewish fables, and commandments of men,
that turn from the truth.'' (Titus 1:7-14)
As a people, we Christians of Western European descent, are extremely susceptible to
the simplest forms of psychological conditioning. We presented a message several years
ago titled "Changing Evil to Good'' in which the classical system of psychological
conditioning was explained and who developed it. We will very briefly review that system
here because a form of it was used to create this unbelievable guilt with which the Christian
West is burdened.
In 1928, Walter Bernays, published a book titled Propaganda. Walter Bernays was the
nephew of Sigmund Freud, the father of modern psychology. In his book, Propaganda,
Walter Bernays discussed how the public mind is manipulated. He wrote this: "The structure
of the mechanism which controls the public mind, and how it is manipulated by the special
pleader who seeks to create public acceptance for a particular idea or commodity.'' He used
the words special pleader to refer to any person or organization, public or private, who
intends to control the public's mind.
Walter Bernays wrote, "Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society
constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power of our country. Our minds
are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard
of. If you can influence the group leaders, either with or without their conscious
cooperation, you automatically influence the group which they sway.''
The system is so simple that is is hard to believe that it is so effective but, as was
pointed out, we of Western European descent are extremely susceptible to brainwashing.
Bernays explains how the system works. His example is specifically directed to developing
the public desire for a product but it can be and is used over and over to mold and direct
our lives, individually and nationally.
Continuing with his writing, "Supposing the public relations man for the Beech-Nut
Bacon Company wanted to dramatically increase the sales of bacon to the public. He would
suggest to the physicians in the country that they state publicly that it is wholesome to eat
bacon. He would show `proof' to the physicians that this is true.''
"We know as a mathematical certainty that large numbers of persons will follow the
advice of their doctors because the public relations man understands the psychological
relationship of dependence of men on their physicians.''
He continues by explaining the importance of stating to the physicians who the people
and organizations are that OPPOSE the idea that bacon is wholesome. That, according to
Bernays, is the key to the psychology. He explained that one should always show that
individuals or organizations who are demonized or ridiculed to be those opposing the idea
that is being planted in the public mind. Kooky scientists, convicted felons, the John Birch
Society and the Klu Klux Klan were the types he suggested. It is obvious, he shows, that if
people or organizations thought by the public to be evil, or crazy, were those opposing their
cause, then the cause itself had to be righteous and true.
The system of controlled psychology as developed by Walter Bernays is the method that
is being used to cause mainline Christianity, the government at all levels, the schools and

the public at large to apologize and grovel at the feet of a perceived victim where there is
no justification.
Applying the lessons learned from Walter Bernay's book Propaganda to the system of a
double standard now being seen in all of the Western Christian nations, we can understand
why the government acts and reacts as they do. First, the "beauty and tranquility'' of racial
togetherness, the brotherhood of man, we must be an example of "democracy'' in action,
etc., is taught through the schools, churches, service organizations and government.
Then, they must find a person or organization that has beliefs that do not conform to
those of the "established'' victims of society. Examples of such beliefs are ethnic separation
including dating and intermarriage, government at the lowest level in a true republican
form, total freedom of religion (not only those with an approved 501-C3 tax exemption) and
alloidial ownership of land instead of ownership in fief. These are only a few examples from
a list of many. These beliefs are generally lawful (as compared to legal) and they are nearly
always Biblically moral.
Then, efforts are made to demonize one or more of such groups by using the full weight
and power of the fourth estate, the establishment controlled media (TV, radio, newspapers,
magazines and movies). These media outlets are somewhat under the gun, too. If they
don't cooperate they lose their license to operate. Thus, we see why organizations that are
determined not to be politically correct are barred from broadcasting. We can see why
interviews with such groups are pre-recorded and then edited to "print or broadcast the
news that fits.'' The Waco siege is a good example of this phenomena. (The mainline media
was invited to the Waco siege by the government for the purpose of propaganda, to show
the American people how omnipotent the federal government was. The moment the affair
went awry, the media was totally excluded. The media has not forgotten nor forgiven this
humiliation.)
After the individual or organization has been thoroughly demonized, an incident is
arranged to destroy that individual or organization with the goal of destroying the belief and
molding the public at large into compliance.
If we follow Walter Bernay's lessons in his book Propaganda, we can readily realize that
they have been used on our people for nearly 75 years. Only by the strength given to us by
God if we ask Him for it, can we resist this terrible onslaught.
The real coup that has brought about this modern double standard has very little, if
anything, to do with the Biblical history of the life and death of Jesus nor the tribulations
and martyrdom of the early Christians, all of which was brought about by the high priests of
the Phariseeical Jewry of that day. The stories of attacks by the Jews and counterattacks by
Christians throughout the past two millennia are well documented. Continuing to this day
most Christians possess a latent mistrust of Jewry and in return the average Jew is wary
and as a result has become circumspect, cautious and politic. By the very nature of the
American society of ethical values being shared, the two diametrically opposed faiths have
obtained a sort of truce.
But that is not the problem causing the current double standard, which has all but
destroyed our Christian Republic and the Christian Church along with it. The problem of the
double standard has been caused by political Zionism. It is a political term and its politics is
to control the world. It is accurately estimated that nearly 95 percent of political Zionists
who claim to be Jews are actually athiestic and humanistic. They come mainly from the
Ashkenazi clan of Kazaria and it is they who instigated and brought about Communism and
the U.S.S.R. This phenomena has been discussed before; therefore, it is not the intent to
duplicate that in this issue.

But as Paul Gottfried reports in his well written editorial titled "Why must Christians
routinely grovel and apologize for crimes against Jews which they never committed?'' The
editorial is found in the June, 1995 issue of the Rothbard-Rockwell Report (RothbardRockwell Report, P.O. Box 4091, Burlingame CA 94011):
"It was respected `Christian' theologians such as Paul Van Buren, Mary Daley, and
Malcom Hay, who took the lead in `linking' the Holocaust and the New Testament. This
practice was common among liberal Christians before it became widespread among Jewish
authors. Though Elie Weisel did stress Christian guilt for the Holocaust as early as 1945,
that idea played little role in the dominant Jewish interpretations before the
seventies...Jewish victimology in the U.S. has coincided with the upsurge of other
designated victim movements, black, Hispanic, gay, and feminist, and all have enjoyed the
support or at least tolerance of the white majority Christian culture.''
Mr. Gottfried reports on the speech delivered before the Anti-Defamation League of the
B’nai-Brith by Ralph Reed of the Christian Coalition. This speech was reported by the New
York Times which stated that Reed extended the olive branch to the Christian Coalition's
Jewish critics by saying that the Coalition would try harder to overcome "insensitivity to
Christian anti- Semitism.'' The article reported that Reed disavowed any description to
America as a Christian nation. Reed said that describing America as a Christian nation was a
blatant wrong and it conjured up for Jews historical memories of the Inquisition and other
persecutions.
The New York Times article revealed that Ralph Reed criticized Pat Robertson for his
statement in his book The New World Order wherein he complained of the conspiracy of
European bankers against American interests. The ADL considered Robertson's reference to
the European bankers as a veiled attack on Jewish interests. Reed stated, "if one is
insensitive to other Jewish concerns, it does not answer these concerns to say `I'm proIsrael. ' '' Such a statement by the ADL is an admission that European bankers are primarily
Jewish. Paul Gotfried very correctly states, "If Christians want to be punching-bags, others
will take advantage of their masochism.''
Another very pertinent point that Mr. Gottfried made was relative to the double
standard. "Why are all Christians to blame for the Inquisition and Holocaust (whatever that
really means.-ed.), but Jews as such are not to be held responsible for the even larger
massacres unleashed by Communists in the present century? The Jewish record of excusing
and even supporting murderous regimes of the Left is far grimmer than the Christian record
of collaboration with Hitler...Why are Foxman and the ADL not required to apologize to the
Christian kinsmen of those killed by Communist regimes in which Jews played prominent
roles, but American Christians must now atone for every Christian act of intolerance, no
matter when it occurred? Why are American Jewish leftists not to be held accountable, as
Jews, for the acts of Russian Jewish Communists, even if they defended the Soviet system,
but Southern Evangelicals in 1995 must bear responsibility for the unkindness of Spanish
Catholics in 1492?
"Another example of this double standard might be cited to make my point clearer. For a
long time the liberal establishment, Christian and Jewish, pretended that all slave traders
were white Christians, which is historically inaccurate. The purveyors of this factoid only
grew indignant when blacks implicated Jews specifically in the slave trade. While the first
statement is false, the second is at least partially true: Sephardic Jews, such as those who
settled in Rhode Island and in the Carolinas, sometimes did make money by trading in
slaves. The same was true for Christians and for many African animists.'' End of quotes.

We have all seen TV articles showing the activities of the militias. They have shown such
activities as target practice with their weapons and close-combat training as well as Special
Forces type squad training. In fact, they have disclosed repeatedly that ex-Special Forces
personnel are being used as the primary training teams. In each of these TV articles the
emphasis is on the supposed illegality of such activities. As we know, even the Congress is
now holding hearings on these activities. The militia members interviewed at these hearings
have conducted themselves in an exemplary manner.
But what about activities of this type by Jewish organizations? Have there been TV
articles and documentaries covering the Camp Jedel operations in the Catskill Mountains in
upstate New York?
According to articles found in The Times Herald Record, August 19, 1981; the
Albuquerque Journal, August 29, 1981; the World News Examiner, August 20, 1982; Time,
August 30, 1971; New York Sunday Record, August 23, 1981, the Jewish Defense League's
activities at this camp are well documented. Notice that these articles are nearly fifteen
years old. Notice also that there has been no government intervention in any way and, in
fact, the camp is totally ignored.
As found in The Zionist Terror Network: Background and Operations of the Jewish
Defense League ISBN 0-939484-22-6, Institute For Historical Review, P.O. Box 1306,
Torrance CA 90505 ($4.00), we find this description of their activities:
"Publically, both the JDL and Kahane (now deceased.-ed.) are disavowed by mainstream
Jewish organizations in the U.S. However, while Jewish leaders do not generally support the
JDL in public many Jews are contributing to the organization. The Jewish Defense League
has substantial real estate holdings including a school for terrorists in the Catskills, Camp
Jedel, where Allan Goodman, a JDL member who massacred Arab civilians at the Temple
Mount in Jerusalem in 1982, received paramilitary instruction.
"The camp, a former Catskills resort, and another 62-acre site nearby, is surrounded by
a metal fence and features a 30- foot watchtower. It is guarded by men armed with semiautomatic AR-15 rifles. Photos of Arab leaders are used for target practice at the training
site. Participants are indoctrinated by rabbis who deliver `highly emotional' speeches, often
using a rifle as a prop. Members of both the Israeli armed forces and U.S. Army Special
Forces have instructed JDL recruits in military tactics at the camp.
"The JDL used another paramilitary camp in the hills of California's Texas Canyon, which
was under the control of West Coast JDL leader Irving Rubin. League members, including
Mordachai Levy, received weapons training here in 1980.''
An even more blatant act of the dual standard again deals with militias, paramilitary
training and membership in foreign conflicts as mercenaries while holding citizenship in the
United States.
The book The Secret Army by David J. Bercusson (ISBN 0- 99619-035-5, T.H. Best
Printing Co. 78 Sullivan St., Toronto, Ontario) describes the manner in which the world
Zionist organizations developed the army that fought the Arab-Israeli war of 1948. The
writer relates openly and unabashedly the Zionists efforts within the United States to obtain
equipment, weapons, ammunition and all of the rest of the materiel with which to equip and
train an army. He shows the cooperation, even in the face of laws prohibiting it, obtained
from active military officers within our Department of Defense, the State Department,
Justice Department and Executive Branch.

Ben Gurion (later to become Israel's Prime Minister) started the
process by directing Moshe Shertok, then head of the Jewish Agency's
Political Department and their unofficial foreign minister to the United
States, to contact General John Hilldring. Hilldring was Assistant
Secretary of State at the time. Hilldring was asked for "two or three
competent American officers who would be prepared to proceed to
Palestine and advise on defense arrangements.'' Hilldring told Shertok
that he would have to go to the "very top,'' which he did.
Ex-military officers of the United States were allowed to participate
in this private army venture. The country we now know as Israel did
not exist at that time. This venture was that of a private army. That
Ben Gurion
army was made up of men to include volunteers from Britain, Canada,
South Africa and the United States.
To obtain recruits for this private army venture, they used volunteers within the Jewish
population to search out and contact Jewish veterans who would be willing to go to
Palestine. Synagogues or Jewish community halls were used by speakers to gather support
for this operation. Certainly this did not go unnoticed by the United States Department of
Justice but nothing was done to stop it.
The Jewish community knew that what they were doing was unlawful in the United
States. They used cryptic forms of communication to keep the average American citizen in
ignorance in the event someone decided to contest their actions. Section 10 of the United
States Criminal Code prohibited "Enlisting or entering into the service of any foreign prince,
state, colony, district, or people as a soldier, or as a marine, or seaman on board of any
ship of war, letter or marque, or privateer.''
Within the FBI there were some men who could not be bought. They knew of the
operation and tried to stop it, with some success, but only for a while.
There were individuals within the Passport Section of the State Department who also
tried to block this activity but they, too, met with only partial success.
What this meant was that our government at the top was not demanding that the
recruitment for a private army within the United States cease. Contrast this with the current
hysteria over militias, anti-terrorism, gun regulation and confiscation and with emphasis
made on those who teach the American people our need to return to the Christian Republic.
The great conflict between East and West, Left-Wing and Right-Wing, "Judeo-Christian''
Zionism and genuine Christian Republicanism continues to rage. With some fear of
oversimplification, the struggles of today can be reduced to that great conflict.
Samuel Francis wrote an article titled: "The Real Extremists Are Still On The Left.'' That
article can be found in the May 18, 1995 issue of the newspaper The Wanderer:
"If FBI Director Louis Freeh is looking for some extremist groups to investigate, he need
look no further than the hate-and- violence-drenched movement in the southwestern United
States that pushes for open immigration and demands return of the southwest to Mexico.
Long before right-wing militias began mobilizing in reaction against gun control, far-left
Hispanic activists were soaking themselves in violent rhetoric that makes the militias sound
like the Little League.
"Last year, not long after the passage of California's Proposition 187, a radical Hispanic
group calling itself the Mexican Movement for National Liberation put out a statement that

let us know what it thinks about the effort to remove illegal immigrants from the welfare
rolls. Proposition 187 `is declaration of war against the Mexican people in the militarily
occupied northern half of our Mexican nation,' it proclaimed.
"The statement went on to accuse the `europeans' (note the lower-case spelling) of
`genocide against our people' for the last 400 years, but white Americans and American
institutions are the special targets of their hatred. `The local police departments are nothing
more than glorified armies of occupation in our barrios, colonias, and homeland. Their
attempts at selective assassinations have failed to intimidate us. In a version of lowintensity warfare, they have attempted to destroy our political movements.' It's just as well
Timothy McVeigh didn't meet up with these comaneros. They would have had a lot to talk
about.
"Proposition 187, the statement screams, `is a wake-up call to resist by any and all
means,' and it calls for creating `the revolutionary clandestine formations that will defend
our people and lead to our ultimate national liberation struggle and socialist reunification of
Mexico.' It ends with a call to `create the conditions for the Mexican Intifada.'
"Lest you imagine that this and similar statements represent merely a loony fringe,
understand that this one was published in a tabloid newspaper put out by another group,
People Against Racist Terror (PART), that helped organize mass demonstrations against 187
in Los Angeles only days before the real citizens of the state overwhelmingly passed the
resolution. PART's rhetoric duplicates that of the Mexican `liberation' group, comparing the
U.S. Government to Nazi Germany.
"Curiously also, the newspaper anticipates the fevered witch-hunt rhetoric of the
mainstream media in the last few weeks in try to link the populist right with the Oklahoma
City bombing. Thus, it attacks anti-abortion activists, the religious right, Second
Amendment supporters, and the militia movement, among others. Fringe such groups may
be, but point is that they're the ones active among Hispanics in the southwest.
"But don't bet your camouflage the FBI is looking at this movement, with its not-toosubtle incitement of violence and guerrilla warfare. What the bureau actually did during the
187 controversy was harass law-abiding supporters of the resolution.
"Thus, three days before the vote on 187, one of its coauthors, Barbara Coe, received a
little visit from the FBI. Assistant Attorney General Deval Patrick defends the agents by
claiming they were just interested in whether leaflets Mrs. Coe had recently distributed
about illegal voting by aliens had violated voters' civil rights. But Mrs. Coe says the agents
repeatedly asked if the leaflets had been designed or distributed by the Republican Party.
Just a little visit to let her know Big Brother was watching.
"Another little visit was paid to yet another citizen, Horacio Grana, who legally
immigrated from Mexico and who supported 187. After a federal judge blocked the
successful ballot measure in a court ruling, Grana wrote to the judge objecting to the ruling
and giving his name and address. A few days later, U.S. marshals showed up to quiz him
about it. `I told them I have the right to freedom of speech,' Grana says. `They had a very
bad attitude with me. It was like Gestapo tactics.'
"President Clinton leapt at the chance to blame his political critics on the right for the
Oklahoma City atrocity, and the federal leviathan wasted no time investigating law abiding
supporters of immigration reform, but no one cares that left-wing extremist Hispanic
activists have long openly called for violence and insurrection and pushed for the
disintegration of the country. If this is an example of what the President means by

`counter-terrorism,' it makes you wonder if maybe the militias don't have a point.'' End of
article by Samuel Francis.
That is an excellent example of the double standard with reference to the Hispanics
being the victim and the White-Anglo- Saxon-Protestant-Male (WASPM) being the evil ones.
Another example of this phenomena of a dual standard between the government
decreed victims at the hands of the WASPM's comes from an article written by Clark Corey,
titled "America Must Move.'' It was published in the Aug, 1995 issue of Media Bypass
Magazine:
"Americans need to compare the evil of the Rodney King devastation in which media and
government manipulated a minor arrest into a holocaust far worse than Oklahoma. A wifebeating felon violating parole, drunk and high on PCP, ran from police, endangering untold
lives and property. King assaulted a Highway Patrol officer into pulling a gun on him and his
life perhaps was saved by the arrival of L.A. police. He favored them with obscene gestures,
threw off their `swarm' like puppies, and rose from two Taserings with a savage attack on
the police. It was shoot or use batons to bring him to submission.
"Neutral lawyers (actually partial to the media) reported that the unmanipulated video
did show police pausing frequently to observe whether King would submit to cuffing, and
they admitted `reasonable force.' King's medical report read: `PCP, minor lacerations;' he
had fallen on his face twice when Tasered.
"King was a powerful, prison-phsiqued, drug-mad felon, no `innocent motorist.' More
lies; it wasn't a lily-white Simi jury but a Ventura County jury that had four blacks, until
dumped for NAACP fingering.
"It was evil, smear-America, renegadism that brought a trial against the police instead
of King, after they had brought in a drug-empowered monster, who repeatedly attacked
police with only minor lacerations.
"But that racist renegade injustice is minor compared with what was coming. From the
time of the arrest until the not-guilty verdict was announced, the media and the
government kept, as by a conspiracy, nearly all information from the public, except the tailend of a manipulated video, some 20 seconds which they ran over and over. The public was
led to believe that the officers were tried for `excessive force,' (the indictment was for a
preposterous charge next to murder) a falsehood reinforced by re- running the false video.
Thus when the not-guilty verdict came, it was like a bomb, Pearl Harbor all over; an airhead feminist was shown demanding to know, `You mean what I saw didn't happen?'
"The Black Mayor rushed on TV, `express our outrage!' And they were prepared, as if
forewarned. Burn, baby burn! From TV copters, `Over this way!' Most fun since Watergate,
because it all could be charged to racist America. `Beaten into insensitivity!' from Sam
Donaldson. `Miscarriage of justice!'
"Nothing but lies and hatred. There were many more bloody and battered bodies,
though fewer actual deaths, than in Oklahoma. But instead of showing them over and over
in all their gore, we were shown `happy looters,' criminal thugs telling America, `victims of
society.' Police who had endangered their lives to bring in unhurt an attacking monster were
`animals;' while brutes who took the head of an innocent passer-by into their hands and
beat it to mush were victims of America and of a disease, `riot mentality.'
"The evil of the media and of the government was the as-if- planned conversion of a
common arrest into a blockbuster of hate America and trial-by-jury outmoded and

denigrated. To top it off, renegades in Washington stepped in, ordering a `civil rights' trial
in L.A. where there would be no neutral observers. Then again into the press stepped Janet
Reno, ordering tougher sentences like Stalin overcalling Vyshinsky.
"Stalinist Angela Davis, who supplied the guns for the bloody assault on the Marin
Courthouse in 1970, has now been honored with a Presidential Chair at the University of
California, with a six-figure salary, plus a $30,000 annual stipend, plus coveted assistants
and space, to teach nihilism and hate America...
"And it was just back in the 70s when Court and Congress gave orders and passed laws
blocking all monitoring, record keeping, or surveillance of communists or their renegade
groups, even those teaching and preparing violent assaults on our society. The jury in Waco
rejected all serious charges against the surviving and destitute Davidians, declaring stoutly
that it was the government that should have been on trial. But their decision was simply
reversed, by the Federal Judge!
"Only understanding can bring a powerful motivation. This evil did not start in 1990; it
has deep roots. By the early 1900's, John Dewey and helpers began socializing educationtransforming it from that needed by a self-governing people to that required by clients to
the State. A little later Morris Cohen, of Harvard, and son Felix were teaching `socialized
law,' `judicial legislation' would empower judges to overturn all laws and Constitution, in
the name of the Constitution and the success of Hitler is presented as proof. Franklin
Roosevelt knew by 9 a.m, December 7, 1941, that bombs would start falling on Pearl
Harbor by 1 p.m. so he got out his stamp collection. Arthur Schlesinger has admitted as
much and he has recognized that the only real question is why did he do it. The answer is,
to save socialism, it was certainly not to save anything else. In 1963, John Kennedy was led
for months by a `Get Diem,' to move the war along. Ho Chi Minh had been in tentative
settlement with Diem's brother since July. This was used as an excuse to hurry the Vietnam
general's coup along, eventually forced by cutting support for their armies. With Diem gone,
the whole structure of the South collapsed, as had been warned, and then the renegades
declared the war unwinnable, then criminal, then America was criminal. The war became
madness.'' End of quotes from the article by Clark Corey.
The dual standard is seen in so many aspects of modern American society. The
Intelligence Newsletter has reported in considerable detail the dual standard, which has
been shown in the efforts of the Office of Special Investigations (OSI), an official branch of
the Department of Justice. Repeatedly their so-called Nazi hunters have dug up innocent
people and hounded them literally to death or to the shame and hardship of expulsion from
this country. Karl Linnas and his family lived under extreme pressures from the OSI and
finally were expelled to Russia where he was ruthlessly killed in Leningrad. Feodor
Fedorenko was deported and executed on behalf of the OSI in Russia and it was all based
on manipulated and erroneous information.
Mykola Kowalchuk of Philadelphia was harrassed, intimidated, coerced, threatened, fired
from his jobs, consistent demonstrations in front of his home, windows broken, etc. He and
his family suffered for 17 years. The U.S. District Court eventually dismissed the case for
lack of evidence. Serge Kowalchuk, Mykolas' brother suffered the same fate. This man
underwent a civil proceeding and was denaturalized. He, too, was innocent of OSI charges.
Arthur Rudolph was the top Rocket engine scientist working for the U.S. space effort. It was
he who was responsible for the Saturn V engine design. After his work was finished OSI
harrassed and intimidated him until he had to leave for Germany. He was cleared of all
charges after a two year investigation in that country. Andrija Artukovic was a man dying
from Alzheimers disease and sclerosis of the brain. He was extradited to Yugoslavia based
on false accusations. He died there in that country.

It is reported that Alan Dershowitz, one of the lawyers for O.J. Simpson, publically
stated that "John Demajanjuk should die whether he is innocent or guilty, because he is
Ukrainian.'' We should all recall the mass slaughter of the Ukrainian people by the
Bolsheviks. By deliberate starvation somewhere between 3 and 7 million Ukrainian people
died by deliberately confiscating the vast harvest of grain that these people produced. This
tragedy is accurately revealed in a documentary titled "The Ukranian Famine. Harvest of
Despair.'' That film should be shown in every Christian Church in America but it is not
because of the dual standard.
The reasons for this are easy to understand if we, as Christian Americans, will only think
rationally instead of emotionally. Perhaps this can be best shown by extracting from an
editorial found in American Focus, Commentaries on America. The editor is John G. Knox,
P.O. Box 711599, Santee CA 92072:
"AMERICA: SUBMERGED IN A SEA OF ZIONISM. Will history remember America
merely as a major captive nation of Zionist world conquest, ignoring the lustrous
ascendance and near triumph of the glorious potential of free man? Will Zionist scorchedearth shots to the heart of all that is wholesome buy them their long-sought victory for
Babylonian humanism with its showy irreverence and the glorification of all that is sordid?
Will all of the goodness, wholesomeness and productivity of our unique Christian Republic,
which millions forfeited their lives to give us, be purged from the world, leaving man to
enter the 21st century enslaved to the least of God's creations? Must Americans forever
witness Zionist self-promotion and self portrayal as our best and brightest, as our most
deserving and selfless citizens suffering a society of lesser humans with intellectually
infeerior pursuits? Will God allow animal cunning, arrogance, greed and selfaggrandizement a final victory over humanity?
"With `political correctness' based upon Zionist fascism in the ascendance, with the
American media system largely a Zionist tool, with Foundations and Zionist Political Action
Committees spreading legislative dollars and providing selected candidates massive financial
support, with two parties and political commentary dominated by the Zionist International,
can traditional Americans hope to reverse the current course of history? Can we develop a
formula to reclaim our Republic and the tools of a productive society, recapturing or
rebuilding the essence of a nation once deservedly the noble and gracious leader of the
world's nations?
"Can we collectively observe that our governmental processes are captive to Zionist
appointees at every level, that our State, Treasury and Commerce Departments as well as
the Presidency are operated by Zionists who take their orders from Zionism? Can we
perceive that almost all of the national information-flow reaches us only through a Zionist
filter and pro-Israel/Zionist propaganda machine? Have we not discovered the demise of
education, the growth and development of crime, the decay of our cities and our rapid
decline as a united people have happened concurrent with the intrusion of Zionists and
Zionism into the American system? Have we not noticed that today it is increasingly difficult
for ordinary people, Jew or Christian, white, black, yellow or brown, to live together in `live
and let live' affection and respect, as the ADL, the ACLU and the AIPAC attack society's
pillars, move to destroy the Christian history of America and indoctrinate our children with
ideas and philosophies that most of the world holds to be reprehensible, society-destructive,
and beyond civility? Have we not noticed the fear in our church bodies, the manipulation of
them to amend and mutate the teaching of Jesus' word to men?
"Here we have history's master victimizers, representing themselves as the victims, as
betrayed and sinned against, demeaned and tormented because of society's jealousy; a
colony of Culicidae (insects such as mosquitoes and gnats-ed.) decrying the occasional

angry slap by those that have been stung. We observe the creators of much of man's sordid
and duplicituous record artfully and deceitfully altering, amending, abridging and censoring
the record to point the finger of responsibility to others, begging society's pity and solace
for pain suggested to have been shared by no other people and never publicly recognizing,
though surely perceiving, that it has been their centuries-long manipulation of their fellow
man and their self-ordination as gods that has caused the animosity they correctly sense.
"Consider an alien system with such a firm hold on American policy mechanisms that
they are capable of having American citizenship granted overnight to one of Zionism's most
energetic employees and then have him named as American ambassador to his former
employer nation and confirmed without a word from our `illustrious Senate,' including that
great defender of American interests, Mr. Jesse Helms? And consider a President's cabinet
with 80% Jewish Zionist members and a President, himself a Rhodes Scholar and member
of the Zionist International; a Trilateralist, Bilderberg secret communist.
"Consider an alien philosophy carefully scheming to own and control America's
newspaper and broadcasting systems, then combining its now massive propaganda and
reinstructional capabilities with the movie, entertainment and documentary producers of
Hollywood, in short order reducing life to drugs and sexual fantasies and living to a
succession of mindless escapades and romps in the hay; surely and continuously changing
Americans then America...finally creating such irresponsible and chaothic conditions in our
lives that we then welcome massive regulation, police restraints and New World Order
socialist oppression just to get order again; forget morality or social ethics, productivity or
national focus.
"Consider the raw source of energy and money for the pro- abortion and homosexual
lifestyle movements, the illegal immigration madness, loss of personal heritage identity,
multicultural disarray and the move to make our precious English subordinate to the first
choice of everyone's original homeland language. These are funded, not by the grassroots
but by single source money...given in every case to reduce our influential Christian nation
to helplessness; Babylonians filled with hate for the Christian people who bade them
welcome, spending enormous effort and endless dollars to destroy our once wholesome
influence on an ugly world. Witness the altered state of church in America; intimidated,
compromised, fearful and spiritless. Are they winning? Look and listen to the new mores of
our changed society. Consider which nation is our number one recipient of `loans' and aid.
Note that they take what they want from our military arsenal and then without apology
copy and sell it around the world, wherever money is to be made or countries subverted.
Note their demand for U.N. (American) troops to clear away the enemy, which surrounds
their homeland and as stalking horses for their political influence throught the world. From
the Pentagon, State, Presidency or the United Nations, their influence and numbers
overwhelm any possible opposition and America increasingly does what they demand of us.
"And then, dear friends, we have just witnessed once again their absolute mastery over
our financial affairs. They own Banking, Investment Banking, the control of every major
corporation, of course the `Fed' and control of the Treasury of the United States. As we
have just seen in Mexico, they do as they please, manipulating conditions, loaning then
withdrawing support capital and grasping control of the resources of nations one by one,
sometimes for profit but always for control. And then there is the depreciating dollar and
humble Americans about to be enslaved by its demise.
"When we add thought-control (political correctness) emanating from our college
campuses and the continuous flow of Marxist ideas from Zionist professors to the `hate
crimes' laws and the massive effort to close down unwelcome publishers and Republican

ideas, we can see that our Zionist fascist New World Order elitists have left no scheme
destructive of Christian freedom left unutilized.
"Consider then the `we-are-in-charge' arrogance of the `Justice' department's 82 Waco
murders, followed by official lies and media cover-up, to be followed by massive raids on
the citizens' militias that resulted...and national martial law, orchestrated and controlled by
our Zionist fascist President in collaboration with the ADL.
"Finally, we can watch with dismay as black-shirted world police power is deployed in
America, computer programs are prepared for our personal control and prisons are readied
for any who would underscore their First Amendment rights by using them. And huge funds
of propaganda and money are expended to take from us our last hope of freedom: the
Second Amendment and our guns.
"And 90% of Americans haven't a hint. So brainwashed are they that when push comes
to shove, most of them will unknowingly side with this enemy. So we who perceive must do
the work of thousands.'' End of editorial.
Our citizens need only to start thinking rationally instead of emotionally. Our Christian
brothers and sisters must start demanding that Biblical Christian principles be taught from
behind the pulpit. The greatness of our Christian heritage and its heroes must be
emphasized instead of the groveling at the feet of these "Culicidae.'' As history has
repeatedly proven the teaching of Jesus:
"But woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut up the kingdom of
heaven against men: for ye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are
entering to go in. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows'
houses, and for a pretence make long prayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater
damnation. Woe unto you scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to
make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than
yourselves.'' Mat 23:13-15.

